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Dear Sir/Madam,

We write to you to express again our UTTER consternation  and bewilderment as regards to the proposed on
shore+ landfalls,cable routes AND substations + converters sites and locations proposed for our sensitive
extremely sensitive Suffolk Coast line.

This is industrial vandalism on the most appalling scale,exacerbated it seems by haphazard additions 'presented'
without impunity on a regular basis. Not only is the magnitude and scale of this desecration of valuable,highly
productive and farm land completely without precedent but is exaggerated by the fundamental lack of full
investigation and full evaluation of the environment especially Ecology,botany and Flood risk (amongst
numerable other key considerations!)
As a Surveyor with over 32yrs experience of large and small scale commercial development across the UK and
Europe I am utterly bewildered that apparently the 'due diligence and due process' that is rightly required to
deliver such projects through the Planning System seemingly does not apply in equal measure to these 
Infrastructure projects.
Specifically
Ecology - Complete failure to address the required protection and full proper mitigation for a huge variety of
wild species and especially fragile corridors incl eg the River Hundred
Cumulative Impact resultant from excavation,sub soil+soil stripping, landscape and flora+fauna destruction as
well as desecration of fragile cliffs and coastline soils
Development scale - Not only the extraordinary sized Sub station at tiny medieval Friston but now 2-3 further
'Converters sites' And the Nautilator facility proposed at Snape.
Scottish Power and cohorts need to re-think their 'model' with the National Grid Now!!

Almost without exception we all in local communities on and close to the Suffolk Coast fully support the wind
farm energy industry but it is the UK government that must ,must lead Scottish Power with clear directives for
Offshore generated electricity to be stored and centralised Offshore with a single or conjoined cable connections
directed to appropriate brownfield landfall location(s). The science and technology - eg Holland,Belgium etc
exists and is in built for similar projects.

As residents of Snape village we were not even given the courtesy of a proper consultation/presentation by
Scottish Power themselves as SPR quite cynically it would seem deemed it not necessary to engage with the
local communities here at Snape for the  huge  Nautilator proposed adjacent to Snape church in more open
valuable countryside.

Please listen to the communities of Suffolk and beyond that is the duty of government at the very basic level.

Respectfully yours faithfully

Jonathan and Suzy Clogg - Snape village
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